
Dear Sirs, 
As we have requested, we are pleased to make a brief 

presentation of our company, so you can evaluate the capacity and 
potential.

In Romania, our society Sabo Utilaje Automatizari SRL been 
functioning since 2010, but we have over 30 years experience in the 
production of of industrial machinery and equipment and 
transportation systems inert materials

The founders of companies mentioned above have founded his 
company SABO Utilaje Automatizari SRL to serve the Eastern European 
market and beyond.
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 To give you an idea of the work that we performed in 
these four years we can mention:

A. External work:
- Ceramic factories Trust, Boumerdes and Djabri in 

Algeria;
- Du Moulin factory in Belgia;
- Halabja factory in Irak.
All this was made totally by us – “turnkey”.
In this projects, Sabo Utilaje Automatizari Srl made the 

transportation
system of inert materials and SABO S.A. designed the
automated control systems, ovens  and drying systems. 
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- Tamuda factory from Morocco – SABO Utilaje 
Automatizari SRL designed and executed the 
transportation system of inert materials and box feeder;

- Box feeder – complete systems in Morocco, Rusia and 
Brasil

B. Internal works(Romania):
- Wastes recovery plants in Vaslui and Roman- conveyor 

belts, grinding mills, chopping mills, vibrant site;
- Conveyor belts for loading ships(grains, etc.);
- Varoius models of conveyor belts and box feeder.
Among our clients we include Elpreco groups, Lafarge,
Holcim and Carpatcement.
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The listed represent only a part of works that we
performed, that we can present more details if we have the
pleasure to meet us.

Regarding your request, a work of this scale requires a
detailed project first, containing a description of all the
equipments needed, and technical specifications tailored to
customer requirements. Since all these elements varies from
case by case, which can significantly influence the price,
consider that the price can not be done except by the project.
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Our company can realize such a project, but because it is
a laborious work will be signed at least a pre-contract to
protect ourselves from unpleasant surprises.

We are waiting to your visit in one of our factories in
Bucharest and / or Halkida, Greece, in order to know
and for you to be able to personally assess the ability of
firms  SABO Utilaje Automatizari SRL and SABO S.A.
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•Production hall  is in Afumati, Ilfov, Romania.
•Projects are done using the desing office of the parent 
company, SABO S.A., Greece.
•Our designers use the latest AutoCAD systems.
•The design team is dedicated to the management of 
specific projects.
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TUV CERTIFICATION SABO UTILAJE AUTOMATIZARI S.R.L

Certification Corp TUV guaranteed 
factory the ISO 9001 in March 2014. 
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                        Sabo S.A. is one of the main leading companies worldwide, 
in constructing Turnkey plants and machinery in the Brick and Tile 
Industry as well as in the General Industry.

       In today’s expanding marketplace, every business needs 
growth in order to survive. The “Growth” element can be achieved when 
a business is based on strong foundations and knows how to choose 
reliable partners and cultivate strong relationships all over the world.

                       Sabo SA has managed to present the work that has 
accomplished up to now and the advantages that derive from such a life 
cycle in new markets, expanding its operations in new markets thing 
which is the “key” element for a company to grow.
 



 Sabo’s infrastructure and expert team of technicians 
make the company able to provide you with a full support 
package, starting from identifying the needs of the client, 
studying and engineering of the appropriate solution, 
taking into account the raw material properties and the 
market conditions finally, constructing all equipment and 
machinery, installing, and starting up the project.





PROJECTS
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BOX FEEDER



Under construction machinery



THE GRAVEL PIT



Ensilage aggregates in port



Conveyor belt



Mobil conveyor belt  - Ensilage aggregates in port



Conveyor belts system 



Conveyor belts TAMUDA-SOLYBRICK-
MOROCCO



Conveyor belts TAMUDA-SOLYBRICK-MOROCCO



Conveyor belts TAMUDA-SOLYBRICK-MOROCCO



Thank you for your attention!
Ion Pirvulescu 
Administrator

               Tel: 0040.723.984.321
                Email:saboutilaje@gmail.com

SABO UTILAJE AUTOMATIZARI SRL
Sos. Bucuresti-Urziceni nr.291

Afumati, Ilfov
Romania

www.saboutilajeautomatizari.ro
www.sabo.gr

mailto:saboutilaje@gmail.com
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